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Abstract

We present a method of compiling arbitrary defeasible (inheritance) networks to general logic
programs. We show a one-to-one correspondence between the credulous extensions of a defeasible
network and the stable models of the translated logic program. This result leads to the discovery
that an elegant query answering procedure for Horty’s credulous extensions had long existed: the
abductive proof procedure formulated by Eshghi and Kowalski for general logic programs is sound
and complete for acyclic defeasible networks under the proposed translation. Since the translation
is faithful to the commonly accepted notion of specificity, it leads to a novel transformational
approach: any semantics defined for general logic programs yields an extension semantics for
networks, and any query answering procedure developed for general logic programs can be used
to answer queries for networks under the same semantics. This approach also yields new insights
into the difficulties confronting path-based formalisms. Essentially, reasoning with logic programs
overcomes the difficulty with path-based formalisms in dealing with the interactions of cascaded
effects of link sequences, possibly compounded by preemption of paths. This difficulty has been
particularly evident in the past in trying to understand the meaning of the networks that involve
cycles, both semantically and proof-theoretically, and in the “directly skeptical” approach to
defeasible inheritance. 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Inheritance networks were formalized to deal with reasoning in problems where
taxonomic information is naturally and readily available. When placed in the context of
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common sense knowledge, such networks are called defeasible networks, since their links
may be defeated when contrary yet more specific information is present.

An early approach, which has been calledindirect or translational, is based on some
intuitive representations of a network in a nonmonotonic logic. Thus, the meaning of a
network can be understood, indirectly, by the meaning associated with the representing
theory in the logic (see, e.g., [5,7–9,12,18]).

On the other hand, Touretzky [21] shows that a semantic theory of defeasible networks
can be defined entirely in the network language itself in terms of nodes, links, and paths.
These paths are like arguments conducted over a given net. This approach has been
calledpath-based, and the semantic theories developed this way have been calleddirect
theories. The approach is further pursued by a number of researchers, and the paper by
Horty [10] provides a detailed review of the major developments. The recent investigations
by Morgenstern and her colleagues [15,16] have shown that direct theories developed this
way are highly relevant in some industrial applications.

By a semanticsor a semantic theory, we mean a machine independent account of
the meaning of the networks. In logic programming, semantics have been defined and
characterized in terms of model theories, fixpoints, argumentation, and abduction.

Despite some successes of direct theories, important questions remain to be answered.
The most pressing one is the relationships between defeasible networks and general non-
monotonic formalisms. Although a significant body of knowledge has been accumulated
providing us with a good understanding of general nonmonotonic formalisms, little is
known about how path-based reasoning is related to other forms of nonmonotonic reason-
ing. For this, Horty raises the question of whether it is possible, and if yes, how to specify
the consequences of a network by interpreting it in some more standard nonmonotonic
formalism [10].

Another question is about query answering for defeasible networks. Although Horty’s
notion of credulous extension has been considered some kind of standard in credulous
reasoning with defeasible inheritance, to our knowledge, there has been no goal-oriented
proof procedure that soundly and completely answers a query of whether a property
holds for an object in a credulous extension (though there are procedures formulated
under a different notion of extension [20], and practical procedures designed for industrial
applications [14,15]). The lack of such a procedure is another indication that our
understanding of defeasible inheritance has not been satisfactory. In contrast, at least in
logic programming proof theories and procedures have been investigated substantially, in
many cases with systems built.

In this paper we show that general logic programming is an adequate representation
language for defeasible networks under Horty’s notion of credulous extension. This is
achieved by a faithful yet tractable translation from networks to general logic programs.
Furthermore, we show that the Eshghi–Kowalski abductive procedure is sound and
complete for the class of general logic programs translated from acyclic networks. This
result shows that a query answering procedure for Horty’s credulous extensions had long
existed in the form of reasoning with general logic programs.

The compilation method yields yet another indirect approach to the semantics of
defeasible networks. That is, the meaning of a network may be understood by a commonly
accepted semantics of its translated logic program. This differs from the previous indirect
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approach in that the translation here is faithful to the standard notion of specificity for
anynetwork. In this way we obtain new semantics for defeasible networks that are based
on the same notion of specificity and defined for all networks. These semantics include
the well-founded model semantics [23] and the regular model semantics [26]. These two
semantics possess sound and complete backward chaining proof procedures which can be
adopted directly for query answering for networks. In addition, it provides us a way to
understand some of the problems that arise in path-based formalisms; e.g., the difficulty
to deal with cyclic nets both semantically and proof-theoretically, and the troublesome
zombie path problem(that a skeptical conclusion is only a credulous conclusion because it
is not in all reasonable credulous extensions [13]) in Horty et al.’s skeptical extension.
These difficulties are essentially due to the lack of a simple and eloquent way to
articulate how reasoning with some paths may be affected by reasoning with others. In the
translational approach, since these effects are embedded in the translated logic programs,
their interactions are dealt with automatically by reasoning with logic programs.

The next section reviews the background for defeasible networks and the semantics for
general logic programs. Section 3 shows a faithful translation from networks to programs.
In Section 4 we compare the translational approach with Horty et al.’s direct approach, and
discuss how the semantics of networks, including those that do not possess any credulous
extensions, may be understood in terms of the semantics of the translated logic programs.
We conclude the paper in Section 5.

The work presented here includes a nontrivial improvement over our earlier work in [24]
where a tractable transformation from defeasible nets to default theories is presented. The
work also differs substantially from the one by Dung and Son [3] where an exponential
algorithm is given to transform acyclic defeasible nets to extended logic programs (in the
case of cyclic nets, their transformation could yield an infinite program). The compilation
method presented in this paper shows that the language of general logic programming
constitutes an adequate representation language for reasoning with defeasible inheritance.
It is essentially this result that allows us to adopt proof procedures developed for general
logic programs for query answering for networks.

2. Background

In this section we recall the definitions of defeasible networks and review the semantics
of general logic programs.

2.1. Defeasible networks

A defeasible (inheritance) networkΓ is a tuple〈N,E〉 whereN is a finite set of nodes
andE a finite collection of positive and negative links between nodes. Ifx andy are nodes
thenx.y (respectively,x.¬y) denotes a positive (respectively, negative)link from x to y
wherex is called theroot andy is called thehead. The dot between two nodes may be
omitted when no confusion arises. Links are usually denoted byl, l′, l1, . . . . Nodes are
divided into two disjoint classes:object nodeswhich are denoted bya, b, . . . , andproperty
nodes(also calledclass nodesor category nodes) which are denoted byp,q, . . . , etc. We
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assume that an object node can only be used as a root node. A link is called anobject link
if its root is an object node.

A positive pathof Γ is a pathl1.l2. · · · .ln where all the links are positive. Anegative
path is a pathl1.l2. · · · .ln where except the last link all the other links are positive. A path
l1. · · · .ln whereli ’s root node isxi and li ’s head node isxi+1 may also be denoted by
x1. · · · .xn+1 when it is a positive path, and byx1. · · · .xn.¬xn+1 when it is a negative path.
The dots between links and nodes may be omitted if no confusion arises. For convenience,
we may denote a middle segment of a path byδ, σ , τ , etc. Thus we may writex1δxn+1,
x1σ¬xn+1, etc. If a middle segmentτ is empty,xτy simply denotes the linkx.y.

A general pathis a link sequence like a path, except that it may contain (possibly more
than one) negative links anywhere. A net is said to beacyclic just in case it contains no
general path whose initial node is identical with its end node.

We now give the off-path, forward chaining credulous extension of Horty [10].

Definition 2.1 (Path constructibility and conflict in a path set). SupposeΓ is a defeasible
network,Φ is a path set ofΓ . A pathσ of Γ is constructiblein Φ iff σ is an object link or
σ = x1σ1xnxn+1 (respectively,σ = x1σ1xn¬xn+1), xnxn+1 is a link inΓ , andx1σ1xn ∈Φ.
A pathσ = xτy (respectively,σ = xτ¬y) of Γ is conflictingin Φ iff σ ∈Φ and there is a
pathσ ′ = xτ ′¬y ∈Φ (respectively,σ ′ = xτ ′y ∈Φ).

Definition 2.2 (Off-path preemption). A positive pathrσu.s (respectively, a negative path
rσu.¬s) is preemptedin Φ (see Fig. 1) iffrσu ∈Φ and there is a nodev such that

(i) v.¬s ∈ Γ (respectively,v.s ∈ Γ ) and
(ii) either r = v or there is a pathrτ1vτ2u ∈Φ.

It is “off-path” because there is no requirement that the preempting nodev should lie on
the initial segment of the path it preempts. Thus, under the specified conditions, not only
a path fromr to s via v andu is preempted, but a path fromr to s via u but notv is also
preempted.

Definition 2.3 (Defeasible inheritability). A pathσ (either positive or negative) isdefea-
sibly inheritablein Φ, written asΦ `d σ , iff all of the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) σ is constructible inΦ;
(ii) σ is not conflicting inΦ;
(iii) σ is not preempted inΦ.

Fig. 1. Preemption is about specificity (multiple arrows denote a positive path).
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Fig. 2. Students are typically not employed.

Definition 2.4 (Credulous extension). A setΦ of paths is acredulous extensionof a netΓ
iff Φ = {σ : Φ `d σ }.

For example, the network in Fig. 2 possesses a unique credulous extension which is
{1,1.2,1.2.3,1.5}.

An alternative notion of preemption is that ofon-pathpreemption. Suppose, for example,
the net in Fig. 2 had an additional link froma to YoungAdult. On-path preemption would
allow the conclusion thata is employed in one extension, as it bypasses the nodeStudent
which leads tonot Employed. This seems to violate the principle of specificity in defeasible
inheritance: thata is a young adult is by virtue ofa being a student and students being
young adults. For this reason, almost all subsequent work on defeasible inheritance adopt
off-path preemption (see [15]).

There are two technical differences between the definitions given here and those
of Horty.

First, any link in Horty’s definition is defeasibly inheritable automatically. This allows a
pair of contradictory linksa.p anda.¬p to be included in any credulous extension. These
networks are said to beinconsistent. Our treatment follows that of Touretzky [21] which
splits contradictory links into different extensions. A technical merit of this treatment is
that contradictory links have the same effect as contradictory paths (such asa.p.w and
a.q.¬w), and there is no need to identify inconsistent networks since all networks are
consistent under this definition.

The second difference lies in the definition of constructibility that only permits paths
from an object node. In Horty’s any connected links could form a constructible path; e.g.,
in Fig. 2 the path 2.3 is a constructible path. This allows subtype relations (such as students
are adults) to be included in an extension without relying on the presence of any particular
object. Our choice aims at simplifying the presentation of the translation from networks
to logic programs. Generalizations to accommodate Horty’s notion of constructibility are
possible. We will discuss such a generalization in the next section after the translation is
introduced.

2.2. Semantics of general logic programs

In the past few years three semantics have become some kind of standard ones
for general logic programs, the stable model semantics [6], the well-founded model
semantics [23], and the regular model semantics [26]. The stable models are 2-valued while
the well-founded and regular models are 3-valued. There are a variety of ways to define
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these semantics [27]. The primary interest of this paper is in the stable model semantics.
However, the other two semantics will also be mentioned for illustrating how the meaning
of a network may be understood via the translational approach.

LetL be a first order language.
A general logic programis a collection of clauses of the form

α← β1, . . . , βm,not γ1, . . . ,not γn (1)

whereα, βi ’s, andγi ’s are atoms ofL. not γi ’s are calleddefault negations.
For the objective of this paper it is sufficient to consider ground programs, which are

instantiated from an underlying domain of elements. In the sequel, when there is no
confusion the underlying languageL is assumed to be ground.

A modelM of a programP , be it either 2-valued or 3-valued, can be described by a set
of default negationsS; the atomic counterpart of a default negation inS is a false atom and
any atom that is derivable fromP ∪ S is a true atom. In the case of 3-valued models, the
rest of the atoms are said to beundefined. In the sequel, we may represent a model by a set
of default negations.

First let us define a functionFP over setsS of default negations as

FP (S)=
{
not φ: φ is an atom inL such thatP ∪ S 6 `φ}

where` is the standard propositional derivation relation with each default negationnot φ
being treated as a named atomnot _φ.

Given a set of atomsS, we use the notationSnot = {not φ: φ /∈ S}.

Definition 2.5. A stable modelM of a programP is a set of atoms such thatMnot is a
fixpoint of the functionFP ; i.e.,FP (Mnot)=Mnot.

The well-founded model and regular models are certain fixpoints of the function that
appliesFP twice, denotedF2

P .
It can be verified easily thatF2

P is a monotonic function, i.e.,S1⊆ S2 impliesF2
P (S1)⊆

F2
P (S2). Hence according to the fixpoint theory, commonly referred to as the Tarski–

Knaster fixpoint theorem,F2
P possesses a least fixpoint, a maximum fixpoint, and possibly

some others over the domain of a complete lattice (in this case the set of all subsets of
default negations). These fixpoints have been calledalternating fixpoints[22].

Definition 2.6. LetP be a general logic program. Thewell-founded modelof P is defined
by the least fixpoint ofF2

P . The regular modelsof P are maximal fixpointsM of F2
P

satisfyingM ⊆FP (M).

Since a fixpointE of FP is a maximal fixpoint ofF2
P satisfyingE ⊆ FP (E), a stable

model is a regular model. But the reverse is generally not true.
The well-founded semantics can be computed tractably. Though the regular semantics

is not tractable, it possesses an elegant query answering procedure, the so called Eshghi–
Kowalski abductive proof procedure [2,4]. The procedure is sound and complete (with
positive loop checking) for finite, ground programs: A ground atomφ is true in a regular
model iff there is a refutation for the goal← φ by the Eshghi–Kowalski procedure.
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3. From networks to general logic programs

We are interested in a semantics preserving translation from defeasible networks to logic
programs: a path from an object nodea to a property nodep is in a credulous extension of
a network if and only ifp(a) is true in a stable model of its translation.

We first explain informally the key technicalities that are adopted in the translation. One
of our goals is to represent the paths in a credulous extension. Since the number of paths
in an extension may be exponential to the number of nodes and links of the network, one
should not attempt to represent paths by enumerating them. Paths can be represented by
links. Since a link in a network may be used by more than one object, the validity of a link
must be associated with an object. Hence we need to represent in a credulous extension the
fact whether a link is valid and used in forming a path from an object node.

A link being invalidated may be due to
(i) a path being preempted (thus the last link on it for the concerned object should be

removed), and
(ii) the necessity of removing it in order to preserve consistency for the underlying

extension.
Hence we use a predicateinp.q (x) to represent that the linkp.q is valid and used in a path
for objectx in the underlying extension; i.e., it isin a path from objectx. For example, the
paths in the credulous extension{1,1.2,1.2.3,1.5} of the net in Fig. 2 are represented by
the atomsin1(a), in2(a), in3(a), andin5(a) in the intended model of the translated logic
program.

A translation to general logic programs is possible only if the negation of an atom
is representable syntactically by an atom. For this purpose, we usep̂(x) to denote the
“negation” of atomp(x). Specifically, given a linkl, înl (x) means thatl is removed in the
paths from objectx. This will be used to implement preemption of paths. For the example
at hand, the atom̂in4(a) (meaning that the link 4 is removed for objecta, effectively
preempting the path 1.2.3.4) should also be included in the intended model.

Continuing with this example, suppose there is a link from an object nodeb to the class
nodeAdult. Then the following additional links would be included:inb.Ad(b) andin4(b).
Note that in this case link 4 (Adult.Employed) is removed in the path froma but not in the
path fromb.

For the presentation purposes, we give the translation in two steps: in one individual
links are mapped to program clauses, and in the other preemption is realized.

Definition 3.1 (Translation of links). Let Γ be an arbitrary defeasible net. Each positive
(nonobject) linkp.q of Γ is translated to two program clauses with the same body:

q(x)← p(x),not q̂(x),not ̂inp.q(x)
inp.q (x)← p(x),not q̂(x),not ̂inp.q(x)

Each negative (nonobject) linkp.¬q of Γ is translated to two program clauses with the
same body:
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q̂(x)← p(x),not q(x),not înp.¬q(x)

inp.¬q(x)← p(x),not q(x),not înp.¬q(x)

A positive object linka.q is translated to

q(a)← not q̂(a),not ̂ina.q(a)
ina.q(a)← not q̂(a),not ̂ina.q(a)

and a negative object linka.¬q is translated to

q̂(a)← not q(a),not îna.¬q(a)

ina.¬q(a)← not q(a),not îna.¬q(a)

In this translation, each nonobject linkp.q (similarly forp.¬q) is mapped to two clauses
with the same body which requires three conditions to be satisfied:

(1) p(x) is already satisfied;
(2) it is consistent to concludeq(x); and
(3) the linkp.q is not removed forx due to preemption.
The importance of (1) is obvious. Without (2), consistency cannot be guaranteed; e.g., in

the case where a net consists ofa.p anda.¬p. A derivation of̂inu.v(x)means that the link
in a path from objectx, which is represented byinu.v(x), is removed due to preemption.
This part will be given shortly in the second part of our translation.

For object links, apparently (1) is not needed.

Example 3.2. For the net in Fig. 2 we have the following translation of links (with the
property names abbreviated):
• a.Student:

St(a)← not Ŝt(a),not în1(a)

in1(a)← not Ŝt(a),not în1(a)

• Student.YoungAdult:

YA(x)← St(x),not ŶA(x),not în2(x)

in2(x)← St(x),not ŶA(x),not în2(x)

• YoungAdult.Adult:

Ad(x)← YA(x),not Âd(x),not în3(x)

in3(x)← YA(x),not Âd(x),not în3(x)

• Adult.Employed:

Emp(x)← Ad(x),not Êmp(x),not în4(x)

in4(x)← Ad(x),not Êmp(x),not în4(x)
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• Student.¬Employed:

Êmp(x)← St(x),not Emp(x),not în5(x)

in5(x)← St(x),not Emp(x),not în5(x)

The second part of the translation directly implements the mechanism of preemption
in forming a credulous extension. We use a predicateCp,q(x) to code the positive
connectivity from nodep to nodeq for object x (with respect to a path set). These
predicates are defined as follows:

Cp,q(x)← inp.q(x)

Cp,q(x)←Cp,u(x), inu.q (x)

wherep.q andu.q are positive links.

Definition 3.3 (Translation for preemption). LetΓ be an arbitrary defeasible net. By abuse
of notation, letu.s denote a link, either positive or negative, from nodeu to nodes. Then,
the translation ofΓ includes a clausêinu.s (x)←Cr,u(x)

if Γ has another link fromr to s that conflicts withu.s.

The reader may want to compare this definition with that of off-path preemption depicted
in Fig. 1. The translation here corresponds to the graph at the right hand side of that figure.

The reason that we do not need to implement the case depicted at the left hand side of
Fig. 1 is as follows. Recall that preempting a path as given in Definition 2.2 can be achieved
by invalidating the last link on it for the concerned object. Yet invalidating this link has the
effect of preempting all the paths whose construction relies on it. Thus explicit preemption
of any pathrσu.s that is not viav (see the left graph in Fig. 1) in order to capture off-
path preemption is no longer needed, since removing the linku.s for the concerned object
removes all these paths automatically.

From now on, we will denote byΠ(Γ ) the translated logic program from the network
Γ , which includes the clauses generated by Definitions 3.1 and 3.3, and those that define
the connectivity for any two nodesp and q . The language of such a program consists
of object nodes as domain elements, property nodes as predicates, and additional utility
predicates such as theinl predicates and the connectivity predicates.

Example 3.4. Continuing with the translation given in Example 3.2, the second part of the
translation will yield one clause for implementing preemption

̂inAd.Emp(x)← CSt,Ad(x)

along with the clauses for connectivity. The reader can verify that the only stable model
of the translated logic program consists of the atomsSt(a), YA(a), Ad(a), Êmp(a), along
with in1(a), in2(a), in3(a), în4(a), in5(a), and the true connectivity predicatesCa,St(a),
Ca,YA(a), Ca,Ad(a), CSt,YA(a), CSt,Ad(a), and so on.
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We now discuss how the proposed translation may be used to accommodate subtype
relations. Recall that a constructible path, as defined earlier in this paper, is one that must
originate from an object node. As a result, an extension contains no information about
subtype relations. Here we describe a generalization.

First observe that a path in the translation is indexed by an objectx through the use of
theinl (x) predicates. Then, to accommodate arbitrary paths, what we need is a mechanism
to index those paths that start from a nonobject node. Technically, this can be achieved by
using an appropriate naming mechanism to identify a class node also as an “object” node
in disguise. That is, each class nodep plays two roles: one as a normal class node, and the
other as a disguised object node which serves as the head of the paths that are constructed
from it. 1 This second role may be realized by giving the nodep a distinct name, sayop .
Then, for any class nodeq , the conclusion thatop is aq will be interpreted asp’s areq ’s.
A path that does not start from a real object node is then indexed by such a disguised object
node.

For example, for the network at the left hand side of Fig. 1, supposer is an object node.
Besides the paths fromr, the following paths are also constructible (in some appropriate
contextΦ): ov.u, ov.¬s, ov.u.s, andou.s. Hence the translated logic program will also
contain the translation of the “object” links fromov and ou. Among these paths, only
ov.u.s is preempted. Hence the unique credulous extension now contains the other three
paths. We therefore conclude thatv’s areu’s, u’s ares ’s, butv’s are nots ’s.

Clearly, this extension only involves adding the translation of the additional “object”
links, and using the intended interpretation for the paths that are constructed from the
corresponding “object” nodes.

3.1. Complexity of the translation

Let n be the number of nodes ande the number of links in a given netΓ . Clearly, the
complexity of the translation of individual links is linear toe. The encoding of connectivity
is bounded by O(n2), and in Definition 3.3 each link is examined against the connectivity
of any pair of nodes. Thus, the whole translation is bounded by O(e× n2).

Theorem 3.5. Given a defeasible netΓ , let n be the number of nodes inΓ and e be
the number of links inΓ . Then, the time complexity of obtainingΠ(Γ ) is bounded by
O(e× n2).

3.2. Correctness of the translation

We now show that the translation presented earlier in this section is semantics
preserving. We first need a notation to relate models that consist of atoms and extensions
that consist of paths. We defineP(M) as{

l1 . . . ln: l1 . . . ln is a path ofΓ from an object nodea and∀li , inli (a) ∈M
}
.

1 This is different from adding a new object node to each class node. That method works for skeptical
inheritance but not for credulous inheritance, due to the problem ofdecoupling(cf. [10, p. 153]).
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Theorem 3.6. For any defeasible netΓ , Φ is a credulous extension ofΓ iff Π(Γ ) has a
stable modelM such thatP(M)=Φ.

Proof. In the following we often use a generic notation for a patha . . . y which could be
either positive or negative. Ifw.y is a negative link thenw.¬y denotes the corresponding
positive link. Similarly,p(x) could denote an atomφ or a negated atom̂φ, and ifp(x) is
φ̂ thenp̂(x) denotesφ. These notations make it convenient to present a generic argument
for the symmetric cases of dealing with either a positive path or a negative path.

(⇒) LetΦ be a credulous extension ofΓ . LetM = I ∪ Î ∪ P ∪C where

I = {inl(a): there is a patha . . . y via link l in Φ
}
,

Î = {înw.y(a): there is a patha . . .wy that is constructible but preempted inΦ
}
,

P = {p(a): there is a positive patha . . .p in Φ
}

∪ {p̂(a): there is a negative patha . . .¬p in Φ
}
,

C = {Cu,v(a): there is a positive pathu . . . v such thatinl (a) ∈ I
for each linkl in it

}
.

We show thatM is a stable model ofΠ(Γ ), that isFΠ(Γ )(Mnot)=Mnot.
Let σ = p1 . . .pn be a path inΦ. (By the notations above, the last linkpn−1.pn on

σ could be either positive or negative; so the argument below applies to both cases.) By
definition,σ is constructible from an object node, saya, i.e.,p1= a. From the definition
of M, and by the fact thatσ is not preempted inΦ, we have ̂inpi.pi+1(a) /∈M, for any
16 i 6 n − 1 (note that in off-path preemption, if a patha . . .pipi+1 is preempted, any
path that originates froma with pipi+1 as its last link will also be preempted). By the
definition ofP above, we also havepi(a) ∈M for 26 i 6 n. In addition, from the fact
thatΦ is conflict-free we knoŵpi(a) /∈M for 26 i 6 n. The translation of any nonobject
link (for objecta) consists of

pi+1(a)← pi(a),not p̂i+1(a),not ̂inpi.pi+1(a)

inpi .pi+1(a)← pi(a),not p̂i+1(a),not ̂inpi.pi+1(a)

Clearly, Π(Γ ) ∪ Mnot ` pi+1(a), inpi.pi+1(a). We thus conclude that for anyφ ∈ P
and anyϕ ∈ I , Π(Γ ) ∪Mnot ` φ,ϕ. On the other hand, for any property atompn(a),
Π(Γ ) ∪ Mnot ` pn(a) only if there exist ̂inpn−1.pn(a), p̂n(a) /∈ M and pn−1(a) ∈ M.
Continuing this argument, it is clear that there must be a patha . . .pn ∈ Φ, hence
pn(a) ∈ P . That is, for any property atomφ /∈ P ,Π(Γ )∪Mnot 6` φ. A similar conclusion
can be reached for allinl atoms not inI . We therefore conclude thatP andI ofM remain
the same by derivations fromΠ(Γ )∪Mnot. Since botĥI andC only depend onI and the
given netΓ , they remain the same too. We thus haveFΠ(Γ )(Mnot)=Mnot.

(⇐) AssumeM is a stable model ofΠ(Γ ). We show thatP(M) is a credulous extension
of Γ . We need to show that every path inP(M) is defeasibly inheritable inP(M). That is,
for any pathτ ∈ P(M),
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(i) τ is constructible inP(M),
(ii) τ is conflict-free inP(M), and
(iii) τ is not preempted inP(M).

We will complete the proof by showing the fixpoint equationP(M) = {σ : P(M)`d σ }.
(i) holds trivially. To show (ii) assume thatτ is not conflict-free. Then there exist a

propertyp and an objecta such thatp(a) andp̂(a) are both inM. By virtue of the clauses
in Π(Γ ), it is clear that neither of them can be derived fromΠ(Γ ) ∪Mnot. This implies
FΠ(Γ )(Mnot) 6=Mnot, contradicting the assumption thatM is a stable model. To prove
(iii) let τ = r . . . s be a path inP(M). Clearly, if τ is only a link it cannot be preempted.
Assumeτ is a pathr . . .u.s consisting of at least two links. Note that by constructibility
of τ , r must be an objective node. Thatτ ∈ P(M) implies thatinl (r) ∈M for every link
l on τ . SinceM is a stable model of the translated logic programΠ(Γ ), for inl (r) to be
derivable fromΠ(Γ ) ∪Mnot, înl (r) must not be inM. Now assume that the pathτ is
preempted inP(M). Then, there exist a pathθ = r . . . v . . .u ∈ P(M), where eitherr = v
(in which caseθ is v . . .u) or r 6= v, and a linkv.¬s in Γ (now referring to Fig. 1). In
this case, we would have eitherΠ(Γ ) ∪Mnot ` ̂inu.s (r), or for some linkl on eitherτ
or θ , Π(Γ ) ∪Mnot 6` inl (r). In either case,M cannot be a stable model ofΠ(Γ ) since
FΠ(Γ )(Mnot) 6=Mnot. Therefore,τ is not preempted inP(M).

The above proof in fact has shownP(M) ⊆ {σ : P(M)`d σ }. To show the other
direction, suppose that a pathσ = p1 . . .pi+1 is defeasibly inheritable inP(M). If σ is
an object link, apparently it is inP(M). Assumei > 2. By definition, we knowp1 . . .pi ∈
P(M). Sinceσ is defeasibly inheritable inP(M), we haveΠ(Γ ) ∪Mnot ` inpi .pi+1(a)

(assumingp1= a), due to the following clause inΠ(Γ ) for the linkpi.pi+1

inpi .pi+1(a)← pi(a),not p̂i+1(a),not ̂inpi.pi+1(a).

Hence we knowinpi.pi+1(a) ∈M (sinceM is a stable model ofΠ(Γ )). It then follows that
p1 . . .pi+1 ∈P(M). We therefore conclude{σ : P(M)`d σ } ⊆P(M). This completes the
proof. 2
3.3. A query answering procedure for acyclic nets

From the studies of logic programming semantics, it is known that the abductive
procedure proposed by Eshghi and Kowalski [4] is a proof procedure for the regular model
semantics. It is also known that if a general logic program has noodd-dependency loops,
its stable models and regular models coincide. In this subsection we show that the general
logic programs translated from acyclic nets satisfy this condition, and therefore the Eshghi–
Kowalski procedure can be used directly to answer queries for networks under Horty’s
credulous semantics.

Definition 3.7. Let P be a general logic program. Define a directed graphGP , called the
graph ofP , over the set of atoms as follows: for each clause

α← β1, . . . , βm,not γ1, . . . ,not γn

in P , place apositivearc fromβi to α for each 16 i 6m, and place anegativearc from
γj to α for each 16 j 6 n.
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A path onGP is said to becyclic if it begins and ends with the same atom. When such
a path consists of only positive arcs, it is calleda positive(dependency) loop. When it
contains at least one negative arc, it is calleda negative(dependency) loop.

Theorem 3.8 (You and Yuan [26]).LetP be a general logic program andGP be its graph.
The stable models and the regular models ofP coincide if there is no negative loop with
anoddnumber of negative arcs.

Theorem 3.9. LetΓ be an acyclic net. The graph ofΠ(Γ ) has no positive loops, neither
does it have any negative loop with an odd number of negative arcs.

Proof. From the syntax ofΠ(Γ ), it is clear that there is no positive loop in the graph of
Π(Γ ) for any atom, and there is no negative loop for anyinl atom. If a property atom has
a negative loop then the number of negative arcs is a multiple of two.

The special syntactic form of the translated logic programs from acyclic nets allows the
Eshghi–Kowalski procedure to be used without the need of positive loop checking. This
procedure is given in Appendix A along with an example to illustrate how it may be used
to answer queries for networks.

4. Network semantics by transformation

The logic programming interpretation of defeasible networks as presented in the
preceding section provides a way to understand, indirectly, the possible semantics of
defeasible nets. Namely, any semantics for general logic programs yields a semantics for
defeasible nets. Since the translation is defined for all defeasible nets, such a semantics
is defined for the class of all defeasible nets, including cyclic nets, a subject recently
investigated in [1,24]. By our compilation method, at least two semantics defined this
way are interesting, the well-founded semantics and the regular semantics. These two
semantics are not only defined for all networks, they also possess sound and complete
backward chaining proof procedures. In this section we compare this approach with Horty
et al.’s “directly skeptical” approach. We also show how the translational approach may
help resolve the problem of nonexistence of extensions in the direct approach to defeasible
inheritance.

4.1. The well-founded semantics of defeasible networks

We begin with Horty et al.’s definition of skeptical extension [11].

Definition 4.1 (Horty et al.’s skeptical grounded extension2). Let Γ be an acyclic net.Φ
is askeptical grounded extensionof Γ iff Φ =⋃i=∞

i=0 φi whereφi is defined as follows:

2 The definition is modified slightly for notational consistency.
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(a) φ0= {l: l is an object link ofΓ };
(b) φi+1 containsφi and each pathσ of degree3 i + 1 with the following properties:

(1) σ is inheritable inφi ;
(2) there is no pathτ such thatτ is inheritable inφi but τ conflicts withσ .

Note that by this construction conclusions are drawn essentially link by link. This
appears to be a major drawback of the direct approach to skeptical reasoning, as there
appears to be difficulties articulating the cascaded effects generated by sequences of links,
possibly compounded by preemption. This is also the reason why in this approach only
acyclic nets could be accommodated. (Note that the type of construction given here relies
on the assumption that the given net is acyclic.)

We say that a conclusion is afloating conclusionif under any reasonable account of
(credulous) extensions, every extension contains some path supporting this conclusion,
but there is no skeptically acceptable path supporting this conclusion. Stein [19] as well
as Makinson and Schlechta [13] argue that floating conclusions should be included in a
skeptical semantics of defeasible nets.

The zombie path problemrefers to the problem where a conclusion supported by the
skeptical extension fails in some (reasonable) credulous extension and therefore is not in
the intersection of conclusions supported by all credulous extensions [13,19].

If the problem of floating conclusion is a completeness problem, then the zombie path
problem is a soundness problem. The latter is generally considered more serious as it could
give us the conclusions that are not sanctioned by the intended reasoning mode.

We use the following example to compare the well-founded semantics with Horty et al.’s
skeptical extension.

Example 4.2. Consider the net in Fig. 3. There are three credulous extensions:

{af,am,afg,afn,afny,afn¬x,afnyp},
{af,am,afg,afn,afny,afgx,afnyp,afgxp},
{af,am,afg,am¬n,afgx,afgxp}.

Since there is no possibility of preemption, these three credulous extensions represent
three different ways to avoid contradictory conclusions.

The inference thata is ap is a floating conclusion because every credulous extension
contains some positive path froma to p, but there is no skeptical path froma to p.

By Horty et al.’s construction, the conclusiona is ap is a skeptical one, as shown below:

Φ =
i=∞⋃
i=0

φi

3 A path x1 . . . xn ’s degree is the length of the longest path of the net from nodex1 to nodexn. This term is
only meaningful when the net is acyclic.
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Fig. 3. The floating conclusion and zombie path problems.

where

φ0= {af,am},
φ1= {af,am,afg},
φ2= {af,am,afg,afgx},
φ3= {af,am,afg,afgx,afgxp},
φi+1= φi for everyi > 3.

Though the floating conclusion is not missed, the zombie path problem arises. For
example, for the pathafgxconcluded inφ2 above, there is a counter pathafn¬x; so afgx
should not be a skeptical conclusion.

It can be verified that the well-founded model of the translated program corresponds to
the path set{af,am,afg}. The reason for the exclusion of the pathafgx is thatthe counter
path, afn¬x, is computed easily in the construction of the well-founded model. Clearly,
articulating these types of computations and their effects is difficult in terms of links and
paths, and generally considered foreign to the path-based approach.

That the zombie path problem does not arise in the well-founded semantics is guaranteed
by the fact that the well-founded model of a general logic program is the intersection of all
3-valued stable models [17]. Since regular models and stable models are 3-valued stable
models, it is not possible for a conclusion to be true in the well-founded model but not true
in any regular or stable model.

4.2. The problem of nonexistence of extensions

We illustrate how our understanding of logic programming semantics may help us deal
with the so called no extension problem that arises in the direct approach.

From the discussion in the preceding subsection, we see that the direct approach
to skeptical inheritance is not defined for networks that involve cycles. For credulous
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Fig. 4. To preempt or not to preempt: the cause of no credulous extensions.

inheritance, Horty shows that any acyclic network possesses at least one credulous
extension, but a network involving cycles is not guaranteed to have any extension [10].
Consider, for example, the network in Fig. 4. The network has no credulous extensions.
This can be seen as follows. First we notice that

(1) the nodeq is the only one that has both positive and negative links towards it, and
(2) the only node that could be a preempting node is the noder.

Then the question is whether the patha.p.q is preempted or not. Now let’s suppose
the network had a credulous extension, sayΦ. It would then contain the patha.p.q , or
otherwise. In the first case it would also contain the patha.p.q.r.p; so the patha.p.q
would be preempted. On the other hand, ifΦ did not containa.p.q , it could not possibly
containa.p.q.r.p either; so the patha.p.q would not be preempted.

We now show that the translation of this network accurately captures this contradiction.
In the following discussion, we will omit any default negationnot φ in the body of a clause
if φ does not appear in the head of any clause (in this caseφ is false in the well-founded
model, any stable model, and any regular model of the program).

Given the above network, according to Definition 3.3, we have only one clause with a
negatedinl predicate in the head:

̂inp.q (a)← Cr,p(a)

which, according to the definition of the connectivity predicates, reduces to

̂inp.q (a)← inr.p(a)

We now proceed to expand this clause. The following (reduced) clauses in the translated
logic program are relevant.

inr.p(a)← r(a)

r(a)← q(a)

q(a)← p(a),not q̂(a),not ̂inp.q(a)
p(a)←
q̂(a)← r(a),not q(a)
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Reducing the clause that defineŝinp.q(a) above, and those that involveq(a) and q̂(a),
gives us

̂inp.q (a)← not q̂(a),not ̂inp.q(a)
q̂(a)← not q(a),not q̂(a),not ̂inp.q(a)
q(a)← not q̂(a),not ̂inp.q(a)

The first clause says that a path that originates froma and contains the linkp.q is
preempted only if it is not preempted. This captures precisely the reason why there exists
no credulous extension. The involvement ofq(a) andq̂(a) is because our encoding of the
network also guarantees that all extensions (if there is any) are consistent. With this in
mind it would be interesting to see that the second clause above describes the impossible
situation where the derivation thata is not aq depends upon
• not concludingq(a), for the reason of consistency (of course), and
• a negativepath froma to q (except fornot ̂inp.q(a), all the other default negations

are omitted in the clause), in which one must not concludeq̂(a) (since one getsq(a)
by following the path).

It is easy to see why the translated logic program has no stable models.̂inp.q(a) cannot
be true in any stable model since its justification depends on the condition that̂inp.q(a) is
false in the same model. On the other hand,̂inp.q(a) cannot be false either since it requireŝinp.q(a) to be true (for the first clause to be satisfied and for the reason thatq̂(a) cannot be
true in any stable model).

Since credulous extensions are precisely stable models, we know that the notion of
Horty’s credulous extension is based on a two-valued interpretation of preemption: a
path (satisfying the conditions of constructibility and nonconflict) is eitherpreemptedor
not preempted. This notion collapses when neither can happen. The logic programming
semantics that are based on three-valued logic shed light on how such situations might be
interpreted. An extension now can be three-valued: a (constructible and nonconflicting)
path ispreempted, or not preempted, or neither can be confirmed. The last corresponds to
the notion ofundefinedin three-valued logic.

Under the translational approach, various semantics for logic programs give us possible
ways to understand the meaning of the networks. In particular, the well-founded and regular
semantics localize the effect of a contradiction and allow noncontradictory conclusions
to be drawn. For example, for the network in Fig. 4, it is clear that the facta is ap is
undisputed. We get into trouble only when we insist on deciding whethera is aq, and the
others that depend on it. As expected, its translated logic program has the well-founded
model (which is also its unique regular model in this case) that concludesina.p(a) and
p(a), and treatsinp.q (a), ̂inp.q(a), and the others as undefined.

5. Final remarks

We have presented a framework of reasoning with defeasible inheritance: a defeasible
inheritance network is compiled to a general logic program and a query on the network
is answered by a logic programming proof procedure with respect to the compiled logic
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program. The compilation method yields additional insights into how the semantics of
defeasible networks might be characterized. This is demonstrated by a comparison between
the well-founded semantics of translated logic programs and the skeptical extension of
Horty et al., and by a discussion of the problem of nonexistence of extensions.

A three-valued notion of preemption was also investigated by Antonelli in a path-based
formalism [1]. The key technical idea is a fixpoint definition that prevents the contradictory
situation where the construction of a path leads to its preemption. A credulous semantics
is defined which guarantees at least one extension for any defeasible net. The similarities
between this idea and those of three-valued semantics for general logic programs point to
the possibility of a close relation between the two. The precise relationship deserves further
investigation. However, it is far from clear how skeptical inheritance might be treated in
a path-based formalism. Any iterative construction based on a link-by-link extension will
inevitably give rise to the zombie path problem, because shorter paths tend to get concluded
before contradiction arises. The main difficulty, as pointed out in this paper, is the lack of a
simple way to describe the interactions of the reasoning generated by different (and often
interleaving) link sequences, possibly compounded by preemption of paths. In contrast,
these types of reasoning in the translational approach are captured naturally by reasoning
with the translated logic program.

Recently there is a renewed interest in defeasible inheritance in object-oriented lan-
guages and systems. Inheritance plays a central role in code reuse in these systems. Re-
searchers in the object-oriented community have been investigating possible mechanisms
to restructure inheritance hierarchies. This is because programming nowadays is no longer
only about procedures and input and output relations. Rather, it has become a modeling
process, where incomplete and changing information must be dealt with constantly. The
framework of reasoning with defeasible inheritance as presented in this paper is relevant to
the problem of how inheritance hierarchies might be maintained dynamically. Some initial
discussions can be found in [25].
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Appendix A

The Eshghi–Kowalski (EK) procedure can be used, without positive loop checking, to
answer queries for acyclic networks via their translated logic programs.

A.1. Key notations in the EK procedure

There are two types of derivations in the EK procedure:abductive derivationsfor
proving negation by failure, andconsistency derivationsfor consistency checks.

We associate a goalGi with a set of default negationsHi , and write(Gi,Hi) to keep
track the default negations that have been proved or are currently being proved.
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Assume subgoal selection is from left to right. So a goal is written as← l,N wherel is
the selected literal andN is the set of the rest subgoals.

A.2. The EK procedure for acyclic defeasible nets

An abductive derivationfrom (G1,H1) to (Gn,Hn) is a sequence(G1,H1), . . . ,

(Gn,Hn) where eachGi has the form← l,N and(Gi+1,Hi+1) is obtained from(Gi,Hi)
as

(AD1) if l is an atom then

Gi+1= C and Hi+1=Hi,
whereC is the resolvent ofGi with some program clause on the selected literall;

(AD2) if l is a default negationnot φ, andnot φ ∈Hi , then

Gi+1=←N and Hi+1=Hi;
(AD3) if l is a default negationnot φ, and not φ /∈ Hi , and there is a consistency

derivation from({← φ},Hi ∪ {not φ}) to (∅,H ′), then

Gi+1=←N and Hi+1=H ′.
A consistency derivationfrom (F1,H1) to (Fn,Hn) is a sequence whereFi has the form
{← l,N} ∪F ′i and(Fi+1,Hi+1) is obtained from(Fi,Hi) as:

(CO1) if l is an atom then

Fi+1=G∪F ′i and Hi+1=Hi,
whereG is the set of all resolvent goals from← l,N on the selected literall and2 /∈G (2 denotes the empty goal);

(CO2) if l is a default negationnot φ /∈Hi , then if there is an abductive derivation from
(← φ,Hi) to (2,H ′), then

Fi+1= F ′i and Hi+1=H ′
else ifN is nonempty then

Fi+1= {←N} ∪ F ′i and Hi+1=Hi;
(CO3) if l is a default negationnot φ ∈Hi andN is nonempty, then

Fi+1= {←N} ∪ F ′i and Hi+1=Hi.

Fig. A.1. A simple net for an illustration of the EK procedure.
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Fig. A.2. A proof ofq̂(a).

Given an acyclic netΓ , an objecta has the propertyp iff there is an abductive derivation
from (← p(a),∅) to (2,Hn) (called arefutation) for the programΠ(Γ ).

We use a simple example to illustrate how this procedure works. Consider the netΓ in
Fig. A.1. Note that it is sufficient to consider the ground program instantiated fromΠ(Γ )

over objecta. ThusΠ(Γ ) consists of the following clauses:

p(a)← not p̂(a),not în1(a)

in1(a)← not p̂(a),not în1(a)

q(a)← p(a),not q̂(a),not în2(a)

in2(a)← p(a),not q̂(a),not în2(a)

q̂(a)← not q(a),not în3(a)

in3(a)← not q(a),not în3(a)
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Fig. A.3. A failed attempt to proveq(a).

în2(a)←Ca,p(a)

Ca,p(a)← in1(a)

We show a proof of the goal← q̂(a) in Fig. A.2 and a failed attempt to prove← q(a) in
Fig. A.3. Semantically, one can see that the former must rely on the fact that the patha.¬q
is not preempted andq(a) is not derivable. Thus one would expect that the derivation of
q̂(a) should be supported by the default negationsnot în3(a) andnot q(a). The failure to
prove the second query is due to the fact that the patha.p.q is preempted.

In drawing these proofs, we use\O for empty set∅, [] for empty clause2, and-u for
negated atom̂u.
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